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Engaging remote students through
planning and play using shared Google Docs
Julian Kilker
Journalism & Media Studies
Like many faculty in 2020, I faced remote teaching challenges 
with student engagement, participation, and feedback, as well 
as balancing planned and impromptu course activities. My 
practice, inspired by Marie Foulston’s “Party in a Shared 
Google Doc” experiment (see Acknowledgements & 
References), uses Google Docs to create productive and playful 
collaborative spaces.
More than simply sharing documents, this approach swaps a 
faculty-centric use of authoritative documents for a more 
student-centered (yet still directed) approach in which we co-
construct documents and experiences. Specific examples 
include: Sharing my original presentations and asking 
students to add their questions to them to focus our 
discussions; using semi-structured Google Slide templates as 
worksheets to guide live exercises (one or more students work 
on each slide for later group discussion); and creatively 
structuring interactions in Google Sheets using rows, columns, 
and tabs—even if we’re not using them for calculations.
Evidence of Student Benefits
Acknowledgements & 
References
Teaching Practice & the 
Need it Addresses How to Adopt This Practice
This “structured forms” teaching practice is useful for a diverse 
range of remote courses, primarily small- to medium-sized 
synchronous courses. It can be adapted for larger 
asynchronous courses as well after establishing a culture of 
accountability and trust. To adopt this practice, faculty should 
design semi-structured documents for sharing that focus 
session topics, provide guidelines and resources to explore and 
comment on, and prompt reflection. I built shared documents 
by re-purposing my existing course content and lecture notes. 
Informal rather than polished documents seem to encourage 
student participation. I found that student contributions to my 
course materials help me improve and clarify teaching goals 
and resources.
Student Feedback
Students identified three key benefits for our class:
1) Group cohesion
• “Google has been a great tool for online learning. It brings back the 
in-person feel even when we can’t be together as a class.”
• “Using Google docs, slides, and sheets has vastly increased the 
class' ability to interact with one another and keep a sense of 
connectedness when taking an online course.”
• “The ability to simultaneously edit in Google helped tremendously 
[to] see not only what my fellow classmates were typing, but also 
be able to uniquely position myself alongside them.”
2) Learning process
• “As someone who learns best when being shown how to do 
something, I think Google tools solve the problem—they are 
interactive and illustrative.”
• “While Canvas is good for understanding class structure, I believe 
the Google applications worked far better [for] class activities.”
3) Lasting value of collaborative notes
• “I really enjoyed being able to access these [collaborative] 
documents after class, as they included great information. Also, the 
fact that they could potentially be edited after class was great.”
• “We can always refer back [to them]; using these tools 
collaboratively makes for a great note-taking experience.”
• But: “An improvement to this technique would be to have a 
standardized class Google Drive folder that included these 
collaborative docs, sheets, or slides. I think that having these files 
more easily accessible in this way would improve the overall 
student experience.”
Thanks to my graduate and undergraduate students for 
exploring this technique with me! The inspiration for this 
practice came from Mary Foulston’s work. Faced with 
COVID restrictions in 2020, she sought to reimagine her 
typical in-person gathering for an era when “communication 
[was suddenly] boiled down to staring at and talking at each 
other’s faces” via videoconferencing. In one social 
experiment, she created an online “house party” in Google 
Sheets by creatively referencing domestic spaces in each tab: 
A cloakroom tab in which visitors doff images of their 
jackets, a kitchen tab with refreshments, and a hallway tab 
for chit chat. Her invitees added new spaces including a 
“paint by numbers” room. How might you similarly 
encourage creative collaborations around your course topics? 
See: https://onezero.medium.com/party-in-a-shared-
google-doc-d576c565706e
My standard in-person teaching techniques were limited by 
the constrained visual and audio formats we all experienced 
online. In response, I explored creative collaborative 
techniques that shared structured documents. This is 
effectively a digital “Guide by the Side rather than Sage on the 
Stage” approach. Specific benefits I observed included 
increased student participation and engagement (students 
were more willing to contribute at their level of comfort), 
increased feedback (I gained insights to improve my teaching 
and resources), and increased experience collaborating online.
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